
 

 

USGA RULES GOVERN ALL PLAY 
EXCEPT WHERE MODIFIED BY LOCAL RULES 

 

LOCAL RULES 
 

 Out-of Bounds includes: all areas marked with white stakes and lines, walls, street 
curbing or sidewalks and house lots. 
 

 Drop area on hole 15 applies to balls that hit the greenside bank and roll back into the 
water.  Proceed under Rule 26; as additional option, drop a ball in the Drop Area under 
penalty of one stroke. 
 

 Stones in bunkers are movable obstructions (Rule 24-1 applies). 
 

 Ground under repair includes eroded areas in the red granite rocks (Rule 24-1 applies). 
 

 When playing from the ¾ “ to 1” rock around the perimeter of the course, players are 
allowed a fourth option under Rule 28 – Ball Unplayable.  Under penalty of 1 stroke, 
take complete relief from the rock, no nearer the hole, nearest point of relief. 
 

 Relief from interference by an immovable obstruction may be taken under Rule 24-2. 
o Immovable obstructions on or within two club-lengths of the putting green and 

within two club-lengths of the ball intervenes on the line of play between the ball 
and the hole. 

o 3” x 5” rocks in the drainage areas are considered immovable obstructions. 
 

 A 15th club (rock club) may be carried.  This club MUST be the same loft as at least one 
other club in the player’s bag. 

  



 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

 

 Please observe proper attire and etiquette. 
 

 Please repair ball marks and divots.  Sand bottles are provided on the golf carts. 
 

 All yardages are measure to the center of the green. 
 

 Please properly rake bunkers after play.  Leave rakes in bunkers with only tips of handle 
pointed out. 

 

 Please police tee box areas of broken tees and refuge and repair divot marks. 
 

 Please park golf carts with all 4 wheels on the cart path around the greens. 
 

 Please properly discard cigarette/cigar remains after use. 
 

 On course restrooms are located on hole 5 tee box and between holes 14 and 15. 
 

 Golf course irrigated with reclaimed water. Do not consume. 


